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Abstract
The emergence of connections between telecommunica-
tions networks and the Internet creates significant av-
enues for exploitation. For example, through the use
of small volumes of targeted traffic, researchers have
demonstrated a number of attacks capable of denying
service to users in major metropolitan areas. While such
investigations have explored the impact of specific vul-
nerabilities, they neglect to address a larger issue - how
the architecture of cellular networks makes these systems
susceptible to denial of service attacks. As we show in
this paper, these problems have little to do with a mis-
match of available bandwidth. Instead, they are the re-
sult of the pairing of two networks built on fundamen-
tally opposing design philosophies. We support this a
claim by presenting two new attacks on cellular data ser-
vices. These attacks are capable of preventing the use
of high-bandwidth cellular data services throughout an
area the size of Manhattan with less than 200Kbps of ma-
licious traffic. We then examine the characteristics com-
mon to these and previous attacks as a means of explain-
ing why such vulnerabilites are artifacts of design rigid-
ity. Specifically, we show that the shoehorning of data
communications protocols onto a network rigorously op-
timized for the delivery of voice causes that network to
fail under modest loads.

1 Introduction

The interconnection of cellular networks and the Internet
significantly expands the services available to telecom-
munications subscribers. Once limited to basic voice ser-
vices, these systems now offer data connections at the
lower end of broadband speeds. Accordingly, devices
attached to such networks are capable of engaging in
applications ranging from traditional voice communica-
tions to streaming video. While initial uptake of these
services has been slow [1, 18], notable advances in con-
nection speed and an expanded set of supported devices

(e.g., laptops) are beginning to spur substantial accep-
tance and usage.

The transformation of these systems from isolated
providers of telephony to Internet-attached general pur-
pose communication networks has already been marred
by concerns of inadequate security. As connections be-
tween such systems and external data networks have
developed, a number of researchers have noted weak-
nesses in the telecommunications infrastructure. For ex-
ample, our previous work on targeted text messaging at-
tacks demonstrated the ability to deny service to large
metropolitan areas with the bandwidth available to a sin-
gle cable modem [16,47]. While these and a host of other
exploits [39, 44] have explored the impact of specific at-
tacks against cellular networks, they have all failed to an-
swer a larger question: “How does the architecture of cel-
lular data networks inherently make them susceptible to
denial of service attacks?” Unexpectedly, the answer to
this question has little to do with bandwidth constraints.
Instead, these vulnerabilities are the result of the conflict
caused by connecting two networks built on fundamen-
tally opposing design philosophies.

In this paper, we argue that low-bandwidth denial of
service attacks in telecommunications networks are ar-
tifacts of incompatibility caused by interconnecting sys-
tems built with two differing sets of design requirements.
While the merits of independent “smart” and “dumb” ar-
chitectures have been widely debated, none have exam-
ined the inherent security issues caused by the connec-
tion of two mature systems built on these opposing de-
sign tenets. To support our assertion, we present two
new vulnerabilities in cellular data services. These at-
tacks specifically exploit connection setup and teardown
procedures in networks implementing the General Packet
Radio Service (GPRS). Through a combination of anal-
ysis and simulation, we characterize the impact of such
attacks on legitimate voice and data services in the net-
work. We then use these new attacks, in combination
with previously discussed vulnerabilities, as demonstra-



ble evidence that the translation of traffic between these
two network architectures is the root of such problems.
Through this, we seek to develop a larger sense for why
such attacks are possible, even in the presence of a cellu-
lar network with hypothetically infinite bandwidth. Ulti-
mately, by understanding causality, the discovery of fu-
ture vulnerabilities is vastly simplified.

In so doing, we make the following contributions in
this work:

• New Vulnerability Analysis: We identify and de-
velop a realistic characterization of two new vulner-
abilities in cellular data networks. These exploits
target specific components of the expensive connec-
tion setup and teardown procedures and can prevent
legitimate use of data services. While the partition-
ing of voice and data flows in such networks is de-
signed to protect each traffic type from the other,
our attack on setup mechanisms demonstrates that
optimizations made for efficiency can result in the
disruption of voice services.

• Implications of Combined Design Philosophies
on Security: We use the body of available vulnera-
bilities as the basis for an analysis to determine the
underlying cause of such denial of service attacks.
Consequently, we show that these problems are not
necessarily the result of poor protocol design but are
instead deeply rooted in opposing architectural as-
sumptions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 offers a brief overview of our previous work on
targeted SMS attacks to prime the reader with additional
data points; Section 3 presents and offers an initial anal-
ysis for our newly discovered vulnerabilities; Section 4
uses monitoring of deployed cellular networks and sim-
ulation to support the conclusions made in the previous
section; Section 5 coalesces the previous attacks on cel-
lular networks as data points in our larger argument; Sec-
tion 6 offers a discussion of techniques to address such
problems; Section 7 provides related work; Section 8 of-
fers concluding thoughts.

2 Prior Work - Text Messaging Attacks

We present a high-level overview of our previous attacks
on text messaging [16, 47]. With some five billion mes-
sages sent each month in the United States alone [28],
this service has become one of the premier streams
of revenue for cellular network operators. To encour-
age widespread use, providers have opened a significant
number of gateways between the Internet and their net-
works. Whether through email, instant messaging appli-
cations or even a provider’s website, it is possible to ex-

change asynchronous communications with cellular sub-
scribers. The ability to communicate across such net-
works, however, is not without potential consequences.

A cellular network1 must perform multiple tasks be-
fore delivering a text message. The network first con-
ducts a series of lookups to determine the location of
the destination device. The device must then be awo-
ken from an energy-saving sleep state and authenticated.
A connection can then be established and the incom-
ing text message delivered. Critical to this process is
the Standalone Dedicated Control Channel (SDCCH),
which is responsible for the authentication and content
delivery phases of text messaging. With a bandwidth
of 762bps [6], this constrained channel is shared by the
setup phases of both text messaging and voice calls. Con-
sequently, by keeping the SDCCH saturated with text
messages, incoming legitimate voice and text messages
can not be delivered by the network. Understanding this,
an adversary attempting to exploit this system can use
web-scraping and feedback from provider websites to
create “hit-lists” of targeted devices. By sending traf-
fic to these targeted devices at a rate of approximately
580Kbps, the adversary would be able to deny service to
all of Manhattan.

Attack mitigation techniques, ranging from queue
management to resource allocation strategies on the air
interface, were then shown to diminish much of the im-
pact of such attacks. While successful, these counter-
measures did not consider the use of cellular data ser-
vices such as GPRS to alleviate targeted text messaging
attacks. Logically, delivering data traffic over separate,
higher bandwidth links should provide the most com-
plete solution to this problem. However, as we show in
the next section, it is possible to disrupt cellular data ser-
vices with less bandwidth than was used in the original
SMS attack.

3 New Vulnerabilities in Cellular
Data Services

We present two new denial of service (DoS) vulnera-
bilities in cellular data services. These attacks use a
relatively small amount of traffic to exploit connection
setup and teardown mechanisms. We use publicly avail-
able specifications to provide an initial characterization
of these attacks and as a means of demonstrating the
potential for the interruption of data services in major
metropolitan areas.

3.1 Network Architecture
Before a GPRS/EDGE2 network provides any services
to a mobile device user, a series of attachment and au-
thentication procedures must take place. On power-up,
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Figure 1: A high level network architecture for cellular data
networks.
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Figure 2: A state transition diagram for mobile devices, in-
cluding transition functions.

a device (e.g., mobile phone) transmits a GPRS-attach
message to the network. The base station forwards this
message to the attached Serving GPRS Support Node
(SGSN), which authenticates the user’s identity with the
help of the Home Location Register (HLR). The HLR
supports both voice and data operations in the network
by keeping track of information including user location,
availability and accessible services. When this process
completes, the mobile device has a virtual connection
with the network.

In order to exchange packets with external networks,
the mobile device must then establish a Packet Data Pro-
tocol (PDP) context with the network. The PDP context
is a data structure stored in the SGSN and the Gateway
GPRS Support Node (GGSN) and is responsible for map-
ping billing information, quality of service requirements
and an IP address to a user device. While many phones
do not currently automatically establish a PDP context
on power-up, the trend towards doing so (e.g., email-
capable phones and GPRS-equipped laptops) is rapidly
increasing. As cellular providers move into the broad-
band Internet market, such numbers will continue to ex-
pand rapidly.

Having been authenticated and registered, a mobile
device is capable of exchanging packets with hosts in-
ternal and external to the cellular network. At some time
after attachment, a packet originating from an Internet-
based host and destined for a mobile device arrives at the
GGSN. The GGSN compares the destination IP address
to those of established PDP contexts and, upon finding
the corresponding entry, forwards the packet to the cor-
responding SGSN. The SGSN begins the process of con-
nection establishment and wireless delivery. Figure 1
highlights this network architecture.

The final hop of packet delivery occurs over the air in-
terface. The details of this step, however, depend upon
the current state of the device. As power has tradition-

Packet Paging Request (PPCH)

Packet Channel Response (PRACH)

Packet Resource Assignment (PAGCH)

Packet Paging Response (PACCH)

Packet Data Transfer (PDTCH)

Figure 3: When the first packet of a session arrives at the base
station, the host must be paged and then assigned logical re-
sources. The messages and channels used to accomplish this
are shown above.

ally been a concern in this setting, mobile devices are
not constantly listening for incoming packets. To accom-
modate this constraint, devices operate in one of three
states: IDLE, STANDBY, and READY. Devices in the
IDLE state are unregistered with the network and there-
fore unreachable. In the power-saving STANDBY state,
in which the vast majority of time is spent, devices pe-
riodically listen for network “wake up” messages known
as pages. Upon receiving a page from the network, the
device transitions into the READY state. In this state,
a device constantly monitors the air interface for incom-
ing packets. When packets are not received for a number
of seconds, devices transition back into the STANDBY
state to conserve power. These three states and the tran-
sitions between them are shown in Figure 2.

On the arrival of the first packet in a flow, the SGSN
begins the process of locating the targeted device. If the
destination device is not currently in the READY state,
the base station nearest to the device is unknown to the
network. Accordingly, the SGSN creates paging mes-
sages to be sent from a number of base stations. Upon
receiving a paging request, a base station transmits a
message to multiple sectors (i.e., service areas) over the
Packet Paging Channel (PPCH). Whether due to inter-
ference or sleep cycles, the paging process typically re-



quires multiple iterations. If the targeted device is awake
and hears its temporary identifier in a paging message, it
attempts to alert the network of its presence by respond-
ing on the Packet Random Access Channel (PRACH).
The base station receiving this response alerts the SGSN
that the destination device has been located. The net-
work then responds on the Packet Access Grant Chan-
nel (PAGCH) with a message containing a list of Packet
Data Traffic Channels (PDTCHs) that should be moni-
tored for incoming data. The device acknowledges re-
ceiving this message over the Packet Associated Control
Channel (PACCH). At the end of this setup, as illustrated
in Figure 3, the network can then route traffic directly to
the READY state device. Note that the above channels
are largely complementary to channels used for voice
signaling (the naming convention, minus the “Packet”
prefix, is the same). Because running two sets of con-
trol channels leads to the underuse of limited spectrum,
the standards documents indicate that it is acceptable for
voice and data control channels to be shared [3, 7].

3.2 Packet Multiplexing on the Air
Interface

Data services have been available from cellular networks
for a number of years. Like voice telephony, these
circuit-switched services required that a single endpoint
monopolize a channel for the entire duration of its con-
nection to the network. Regardless of whether this con-
nection was used to constantly stream content or inter-
mittently deliver packets, the provider charged the end
user for the entire duration of the connection. Accord-
ingly, demand for such inefficient services was not great.
GPRS overcomes these limitations by multiplexing mul-
tiple traffic flows over individual links. Accordingly, it
is possible to serve a large number of users on a single
physical channel concurrently and only charge them for
the packets they exchange.

GPRS provides data service by building on the times-
lot structure of GSM. Specifically, a contiguous piece of
radio spectrum is subdivided into equal timeslots. When
assigned a timeslot, a user exerts temporary control over
a small piece of the air interface. To provide the illusion
of continuous control, sets of eight timeslots are grouped
into a frame so that each can be serviced once every
4.615ms. This sampling across timeslots creates physical
channels, upon which voice, data and control traffic can
be delivered. When used for data, these physical chan-
nels are referred to as Packet Data Channels (PDCHs).
Each set of 52 frames creates larger units known as mul-
tiframes. These multiframes are subdivided into 12, four-
timeslot blocks, with logical channels then mapped onto
each block. The remaining four timeslots in a multiframe
are used for time synchronization and signal strength
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Figure 4: Each timeslot in a GPRS TDMA frame is used
to create physical channels called Packet Data Channels (PD-
CHs). Every 52-frame time period creates a multiframe, which
is divided into twelve bursts of four. Each group, or bursts,
holds a single logical channel. The specific allocation of these
channels is dependent on the network. The remaining timeslots
are used for time synchronization and idle measurement.

measurement periods. For example, in Figure 4, block
B0 may function as a PPCH and blocks B1, B4 and B7
may be used as PDTCHs 3 [7].

When the first packet in a flow arrives at a base sta-
tion for a user in STANDBY mode, the paging method
described above occurs. As part of connection establish-
ment, the flow receives a unique MAC layer label known
as the Temporary Flow Identifier (TFI). Every subse-
quent packet belonging to the Temporary Block Flow
(TBF) is marked with this TFI so that a targeted mo-
bile device knows which packets to decode. When the
base station has no more packets to send to the destina-
tion mobile device, the TBF and its associated TFI expire
and can be reused by other flows in the immediate area.
Upon TBF expiration, the mobile device returns to the
STANDBY state.

3.3 Exploiting Teardown Mechanisms
Because the process of locating, paging and establishing
a connection between the network and an end device is
expensive, the immediate expiration of a TBF is imprac-
tical. For example, minor variations in packet interar-
rival times would force a system as described above to
frequently relocate, repage and reestablish connectivity
with users. Accordingly, networks implement a delayed
teardown of resources. This means that devices remain
in the READY state and retain their TBF for a number of
seconds before the network attempts to reclaim its logical
resources. When a packet is delivered to the user, the net-
work sets a timer4, which is reset to its default value on
the arrival of each additional packet. The standards rec-
ommend a timer value of approximately five seconds [2].
Given that the connection establishment process requires
roughly the same amount of time, such a value is entirely
reasonable.



Because TFIs are implemented as a 5-bit field, an ad-
versary capable of sending 32 messages to each sector
in a metropolitan area can exhaust logical resources and
temporarily prevent users from receiving traffic. Tar-
geted devices would not need to be infected or controlled
by the adversary; rather, hit-list generation techniques
similar to those discussed in our previous work [16]
could be used to locate hosts able to receive traffic. If
this task can be repeated before the TBF timers expire, a
denial of service attack becomes sustainable. In order
to more explicitly characterize the bandwidth require-
ments, we model such an attack on Manhattan using
well known parameters [35, 48]. Given an area of 31.1
miles2 and a sector coverage area of approximately 0.5
and 0.75 miles2, Manhattan contains 55 sectors. Using
a READY timer of 5 seconds and 41 byte attack packets
(i.e., TCP/IP headers plus one byte), the delivery of le-
gitimate data services in Manhattan could be prevented
with the attack shown below:

Capacity ! 55 sectors"
32 msgs
1 sector

"
41 bytes
1 msg

"
1

5 sec
! 110 Kbps

The exhaustion of all hypothetical TBFs may not be
necessary given current usage and deployed hardware.
As the current demand for voice services far outpaces
cellular data usage, only a small percentage of physi-
cal channels in a sector are used as PDCHs. Because
GPRS/EDGE are not extremely high bandwidth services,
allowing 32 individual flows to be concurrently multi-
plexed across a single PDCH would be detrimental to
individual throughput. Accordingly, often only a subset
of the 32 TBFs (4, 8 or 16 [26,33]) are usable. The max-
imum number of concurrent TBFs in a sector is there-
fore min(d ! u, 32), where d is the number of down-
link PDCHs and u is the maximum number of users per
PDCH. While the number of PDCHs can be dynamically
increased in response to rising demand for data services,
networks typically hold unused channels to absorb spikes
in voice calls. It is therefore unlikely that all 32 TBFs
will be available at all times, if ever. A more realistic ap-
proximation of the bandwidth required to deny access to
data services is given by:

Capacity ! 55 sectors"
4# 16 msgs

1 sector
"

41 bytes
1 msg

"
1

5 sec
! 14.1# 56.4 Kbps

The brute-force method of attacking a cellular data
network in a metropolitan setting is simply to saturate
all of the physical channels with traffic. Even at their
greatest levels of provisioning, the fastest cellular data
services are simply no match against traffic generated by

Internet-based adversaries [39, 45]. Such attacks, obvi-
ous by the sheer volume of traffic created, would likely
be noticed and mitigated at the gateways to the network.
However, with knowledge of the interaction between dif-
ferent network elements, it is possible for an adversary
to launch a much smaller attack capable of achieving the
same ends. A basic understanding of the packet delivery
process provides the requisite information for realizing
this attack.

Given a theoretical maximum capacity of 171.2 Kbps
per frequency and as many as 8 allocated frequencies per
sector, an adversary attempting the brute-force saturation
of such a system would instead need to generate the vol-
ume of traffic as calculated as:

Capacity ! 55 sectors"
171.2 Kbps
1 frequency

"
8 frequencies

1 sector
! 73.56Mbps

By attacking the logical channels instead of the raw
theoretical bandwidth, an adversary can reduce the
amount of traffic needed to deny service to a metropoli-
tan area by as much as three orders of magnitude. Note
that networks implementing EDGE, which can provide
three times the bandwidth of a GPRS system, would ex-
perience the same consequences given the same volume
of attack traffic.

3.4 Exploiting Setup Procedures
If connections to an end host must repeatedly be reestab-
lished, the interarrival time between successive packets
becomes exceedingly large. Delaying resource reclama-
tion is therefore a necessary mechanism to ensure some
semblance of continuous connectivity to the network.
This latency, however, is not simply the result of the time
required for a user to overhear an incoming paging re-
quest. To better understand setup cost, we examine a
network in which resource reclamation occurs immedi-
ately after the last packet in a flow is received.

Of particular interest to such an analysis is the per-
formance of the common uplink channel, the PRACH.
Because this channel is shared by all hosts attempting to
establish connections with the network, the PRACH in-
herently has the potential to be a system bottleneck. To
minimize contention, access to the PRACH is mediated
through the slotted-ALOHA protocol. Given a channel
divided into timeslots of size t and time synchronization
across hosts, end devices attempting to establish connec-
tions transmit requests at the beginning of a timeslot. In
so doing, the network reduces the amount of time during
which collision can occur from 2t in the random access
case to t. While slotted-ALOHA offers a significant im-
provement over random access, its throughput remains
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low. Given a traffic intensity of G messages per unit time,
the normalized throughput γ of slotted-ALOHA is:

γ = Ge!G

The maximum theoretical utilization of channel imple-
menting slotted-ALOHA is 0.368. In reality, however,
this value is significantly lower. As the number of in-
coming connection establishment requests increases, so
too does the need for retransmission due to collision. The
throughput of such a system therefore typically stabilizes
at a point far below this optimum value. Given a large
number of paging requests, potentially caused by the im-
mediate reclamation of resources as described above, the
throughput of this already constrained channel would be
severely degraded. Accordingly, the rate at which re-
sponses to connection establishment requests will pass
through this channel is much lower than the available
bandwidth. Because the behavior of the PRACH is
highly unstable and affected by feedback (i.e., retrans-
missions due to collision), we leave the characterization
of specific traffic volumes necessary to cause blocking to
the next section.

4 Attack Characterization

In order to better characterize the observations made in
the previous section, we extend the GSM simulator from
our previous work [47] to include support for GPRS data
services. The parameters of this simulator were set by
information from a variety of sources. The means by
which these parameters were chosen are discussed in the
Appendix.

4.1 Modeling Attacks on Teardown
Mechanisms

To demonstrate the exploitation of delayed resource tear-
down, we simulate a GPRS network under varying traffic
loads. Although the full complement of TBFs may not be
available in all real deployments [26, 33], we conserva-
tively allow for up to 32 concurrent flows. When in use,
each TFI is held for exactly five seconds unless a new
packet arrives. While it is possible for a single device to
obtain multiple TFIs, we assume that all incoming flows
for a given destination share a single TBF [4]. Because
of observations made on deployed networks, both voice
and data setup requests share a number of control chan-
nels. We therefore replace data control channels with
their voice equivalents (i.e., RACH instead of PRACH).

Legitimate voice and data calls were modeled as Pois-
son random processes and generated at rates of 50,000
and 20,000 per hour, respectively, across Manhattan. The
duration of these flows are also generated in a simi-
lar fashion with means of 120 and 10 seconds, respec-
tively. These values represent standard volumes and ex-
hibit no blocking. Attack flows, each consisting of a sin-
gle packet, are also modeled by a Poisson random pro-
cess with rates ranging from 100-200 Kbps. Each run, of
which there were 1000 iterations for each attack load,
simulated an hour of time with attacks occupying the
middle 30 minutes.

Figure 5 shows the blocking rates of legitimate traffic
caused by an attack on the delayed teardown mechanism.
At a rate of 160 Kbps or greater, the ability to use cellu-
lar data services within Manhattan is virtually nonexis-
tent. The amount of traffic required to execute such an
attack is slightly greater than the estimation of a perfect
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scenario in Section 3.3 due to the exponential interar-
rival rate used to generate packets. However, because
this more realistically represents the nature of packet de-
livery in a network given the presence of other traffic, it
offers a more accurate characterization of the attack. In
spite of having the potential to deliver large volumes of
traffic once flows are established, these results demon-
strate that use of cellular data services can in fact be de-
nied with less bandwidth than was used in the targeted
text messaging attacks [16, 47].

Figure 6 offers additional insight into the attack by
providing the utilization profile for a number of channels.
Most importantly, only the PDTCHs operate at capacity
during the attack. This utilization represents the state of
virtual resources, not channel bandwidth. None of the
channels responsible for delivering voice, most critically
the traffic channels (TCHs), are measurably affected by
the increase in data traffic. Note that this is deliberate
as cellular data services such as GPRS are designed to
completely separate voice and data services.

4.2 Modeling Attacks on Connection Setup
To characterize the impact of frequent connection
reestablishment on a cellular data network, we simulate
a variety of traffic levels in the presence of immediate
resource recovery. Specifically, when the base station
no longer has packets to send for a particular flow, the
targeted device returns to the STANDBY state. Except
for delayed teardown procedures, all network settings
and conditions including legitimate traffic volumes and
interarrival patterns, remain the same. Attacks in this
scenario, each of which occurs according to a Poisson

random distribution, range from 2200-4950 Kbps spread
across all of Manhattan. As in our previous experiments,
each attack traffic level was run for 1000 iterations.

Figure 7 shows the blocking rates for legitimate traffic
on a number of channels. Unlike the attack in the previ-
ous section, in which PDTCH blocking occurred because
of TBF exhaustion, no loss of packets was observed on
the PDTCHs. In spite of this, the results of these sim-
ulations confirm a more significant vulnerability - both
voice and data flows experience blocking on the RACH.
Although such networks strive to separate voice and data
traffic, the dual use of control channels allows misbehav-
ior in one realm to affect the other. Generating just over
3 Mbps of traffic for the entire city of Manhattan, an ad-
versary is capable of blocking nearly 65% of all traffic -
voice and data. For a network in which a blocking prob-
ability of 1% is typically viewed as unacceptable, such
an attack represents a serious operational crisis.

Figure 8 provides further information about the im-
pact of the 4950Kbps attack on voice and data services.
The most notable consequence of this attack is observ-
able in the nearly 80% decrease in TCH utilization. The
near zero utilization of PDTCHs offers an explanation to
the lack of blocking observed in the previous figure - the
majority of legitimate traffic is being filtered out before
it can ever be delivered by the PDTCHs. Accordingly, a
network using the settings described above is subject to
attacks capable of denying both voice and data services.
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5 The Meeting of Conflicting System
Design Philosophies

At first glance, the differences between each of the at-
tacks on cellular networks appear stark. Targeted text
messaging attacks fill and maintain a low-bandwidth
control channel at capacity. Adversaries attacking cellu-
lar data services exhaust virtual resources or take advan-
tage of access protocol inefficiencies. In reality, all of
these vulnerabilities are remnants of a conflict between
the design philosophies of telecommunications and tra-
ditional data networks. Specifically, they are the result
of contrasting definitions of a flow and the role of net-
works in establishing them. To make such a claim more
concrete, we begin by demonstrating how a pair of seem-
ingly adequate techniques for mitigating the above at-
tacks fails to do so.

The most obvious approach to addressing the data at-
tacks described in Section 3 is to expand the range of
possible TFI values. Unfortunately, as mentioned ear-
lier, these limitations are necessary given the bandwidth
available to GRPS/EDGE networks. The use of 32 (or
fewer) concurrent flows per sector is a requisite conces-
sion for providing basic levels of connectivity between
the network and end devices. In order for an increased
pool of identifiers to have a meaningful effect, the band-
width available to data services would also need to be
significantly increased. This combination of approaches
is actually implemented in 3G cellular networks such as
UMTS [8]. However, even these networks suffer from
the high cost of connection establishment (i.e., deliver-
ing the first packet in a flow).

A session establishment period lasting a few seconds
represents only a small fraction of the total lifetime for a
connection persisting for a number of minutes. Given
the limited amount of spectrum allocated to cellular
providers, such infrequently used channels predictably
occupy as little space as possible to avoid wasting band-
width. Because the duration of a packet flow may not
provide sufficient time over which such an expense can
be amortized, the minimal allocation of bandwidth to
connection establishment may in fact create a system
bottleneck. To capture the impact of additional band-
width on connection setup, we offer a simple model of
request throughput for a sector as follows:

Throughput =
# Packets

Setup Latency + # Packets
Bandwidth

If the expense associated with connection establishment
was the result of inadequate resources, an increase in
bandwidth should alleviate much of this cost. Such a
scenario would be equivalent to increasing the size of
the smallest link in a traditional data network to im-
prove end-to-end throughput. However, the calculated
effects of increased bandwidth on overall throughput are
extremely limited in this setting. Because connection
establishment exchanges contain fixed-length messages
and not the variably sized packets of data delivery, the
presence of additional bandwidth does little to improve
performance after each channel can send paging requests
instantaneously. As is shown in Figure 9, the limit of
system throughput as bandwidth approaches infinity be-
comes:
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Increasing system throughput can, for this reason, be ac-
complished in one of two ways. In the first, the number
of channels over which connections can be sent could
be increased. Such a change would allow many more
connection establishment requests to be sent in paral-
lel. While increasing the throughput of the system as
a whole, this approach would prove detrimental to in-
dividual users. As shown in Figure 10, subdividing a
fixed bandwidth into additional channels intuitively re-
duces the throughput of a single user. Adding extra chan-
nels could also potentially create elevated contention for
the shared uplink channel (RACH). More importantly,
increasing the throughput of the system does not neces-
sarily reduce cost with respect to delay experienced by
individual users. Therefore,

Decreasing the cost of connection establish-
ment in a cellular data network is not a matter
of increasing bandwidth but rather the reduc-
tion of connection setup latency.

The concept of connection establishment is consider-
ably different in cellular and traditional data networks.
In the case of the former, the network must page, wake,
and negotiate with a targeted device before ultimately de-
livering traffic. Whether due to misaligned sleep cycles,

missed paging messages or congestion, this set of oper-
ations can require more than five seconds before being
able to transmit data. As discussed in Section 3, these
concessions are made because the network assumes that
end devices are limited both in terms of power and com-
putational ability. True packet-switched networks pro-
vide no such services; rather, higher layers in the pro-
tocol stack implement functionality as needed. In gen-
eral, each packet is treated as an individual entity and is
simply forwarded to the next logical hop. Whether it is
wired or wireless in nature, there is no connection to be
established from the perspective of the network5. Nodes
responsible for routing packets do not assume that their
next hop neighbors have any specific abilities other than
moving the packet closer to its intended destination. Ac-
cordingly, connection setup latency is more accurately
depicted as propagation delay from the viewpoint of
these networks. Given that the delay of propagation time
and connection establishment differ by many orders of
magnitude, the underlying cause of low-bandwidth at-
tacks on cellular data networks becomes more clear.

The vulnerable components in both the targeted text
messaging and cellular data service attacks are those
mechanisms responsible for translating traffic from one
network architecture to another. While a data network
simply forwards individual packets as they arrive, a cel-
lular data network interprets the first packet in a flow as
an indicator of more traffic to come. Rather than sim-
ply forward that packet to its final destination, the net-
work dedicates significant processing and bandwidth re-



Figure 11: A comparison of the cost of delivering a single packet in cellular and traditional data networks. In the cellular data case
(left), a significant amount of delay is added because of connection establishment procedures, whereas the router in the traditional
setting (right) simply forwards the packet to the final hop.

sources to ensure that the end device is ready to receive
data. This assumption is valid in traditional telephony
because of the nature of voice communication. Except
for cases of an immediate hangup, sessions are guaran-
teed to contain multiple “packets” of information. Data
communications, however, do not necessarily share this
characteristic. Any protocol or application generating
packets separated by a number of seconds (e.g., instant
messaging programs, session keep-alive messages, ap-
plications implementing Nagle’s algorithm [34]) violates
this model. Whether it is embodied by text messages or
data traffic, the amplification of a single incoming packet
into a series of expensive delay inducing setup operations
is the source of such attacks. Figure 11 reinforces this
conclusion by comparing generalizations of the two ar-
chitectures.

Connection establishment in cellular and traditional
networks are so different because the philosophies upon
which these systems are based are incompatible. The no-
tion that the middle of a network provide only a limited
set of simple functions is at the core of the end-to-end
principle [42]. By making no assumptions about the con-
text in which a packet’s contents will be used, the net-
work is free to specialize in a single task - moving data.
Services not used by all applications, including reliable
delivery, content confidentiality and in-order arrival, be-
come the responsibility of higher layers of the protocol
stack in the end hosts. The concentration on sending
packets allows networks built according to the end-to-
end principle to be flexible enough to support new appli-
cation types and usage models as they emerge. Telecom-
munications networks are built on the opposite model.
Hard service requirements, especially for real-time in-
teraction, forced the network to provide the majority of
service guarantees. Because the functionality of the net-
work was once limited to voice applications, telecommu-
nications systems could be tightly tailored to a specific
set of constraints. The inclination to build a network in
such a manner was addressed by the original end-to-end
argument:

“Because the communications subsystem is
frequently specified before the applications

that use the subsystem are known, the designer
may be tempted to “help” the users by taking
on more function than necessary.” [42]

Because these specialized networks implement more
functionality than is absolutely necessary, they exhibit
rigidity, or the inability to adapt to meet changing re-
quirements or usage [15]. Rigidity in design causes such
systems to enforce assumptions appropriate for one sub-
set of traffic on all others. The treatment of each packet
as part of a larger flow is one embodiment of such in-
flexibility. This rigidity is also apparent when examined
from the perspective of evolving end devices. For ex-
ample, many laptops now contain hardware supplying
access to cellular data networks [21, 37]. Regardless of
their ability to implement services at higher layers of the
protocol stack or their access to power, these end devices
are forced to transition between STANDBY and READY
states simply because such behavior is mandated by the
network. Devices connecting via 802.11 could simply
trade off the overhead associated with paging at the cost
of additional power use. This point is made more obvi-
ous when put in the context of home or office LANs sup-
ported by a cellular backhaul connection. The network
would require such systems to participate in the process
of location determination and connection establishment
in spite of their lack of mobility. By building assump-
tions and services into the network itself, the system as
a whole is made less flexible. When conditions change
and assumptions fail to hold, the rigidity of cellular data
systems causes them to break.

6 Constructing Robust Cellular Data
Networks

Addressing the specific attacks detailed in this paper may
be realistic in the short term. Optimized paging tech-
niques [9, 25] may help to reduce search time and its re-
sulting delay. As was done with the SMS attacks [47],
techniques from queue and resource management could
be used to mitigate blocking on the RACH. The move to
3G and a significantly larger pool of identifiers would re-



duce the practical likelihood of virtual resource exhaus-
tion. While such methods would indeed mitigate many
of the example vulnerabilites discussed in this work, a
strategy for building robust cellular data systems based
on constant patching would ultimately fail. All of the
above solutions merely treat the symptoms of a larger
problem. Accordingly, as long as there is a disconnect
between the ways in which data is delivered in cellu-
lar and traditional data systems, exploitable mechanisms
will exist. Such mechanisms need not be limited to the
wireless portion of the network; rather, any component of
the core network involved in establishing a session will
be vulnerable.

The larger issue discussed in this paper, that of
vulnerability caused by the exchange of traffic across
two incompatible networks, will not be easily solved.
Genuinely addressing this problem will require notable
changes to the interaction between cellular data networks
and end devices. Once such technique might require
a significant increase of location awareness on the side
of the network. Between the generation of paging lists
and bandwidth used in multiple sectors, significant pro-
cessing resources and time are spent finding a device
each time a connection establishment occurs. Instead of
knowing that a device is serviced by a potentially large
set of base stations, an improved system might require
location update information from a device each time it
moves between sectors. Used in concert with much
shorter sleep cycles, such an improvement to location
knowledge may make the elimination of paging possible.
This approach, however, would have a serious impact on
resources in both end devices and the network. From
the user perspective, increased monitoring and interac-
tion with the network would negatively impact battery
life. In the case of the latter, the overhead needed to pro-
cess such an increase in messaging would also affect net-
work performance. A more radical approach would be to
replace cellular data services with a new high-bandwidth
wireless protocol. Instead of necessarily sharing band-
width and timeslotting schemes with voice communica-
tions, this new protocol would be assigned to a separate
portion of the spectrum. In so doing, designers of the
new data system would not be constrained by any of the
rigidity forced upon current cellular data networks. In
addition to technical tradeoffs, this solution would also
need to deal with the complexities involved in spectrum
allocation - reducing its viability for the forseeable fu-
ture.

These solutions are not an endorsement of any tech-
nology or architecture over another. Instead, they are
simply the product of an observation of the impact on
availability caused by interconnecting diametrically op-
posed methods of system design. Being beholden to a
specific architecture and failing to understand the prob-

lems caused by linking such networks are in fact the
causes of the rigidity seen in this system. It is highly
unlikely that similar thinking will correct the problem.

7 Related Work

Representing perhaps the oldest functioning digital sys-
tems, telecommunications networks have evolved signif-
icantly since their inception over 100 years ago. While
the nature of these systems themselves has transformed
from manually configured and static to automated and
mobile, many consumer behaviors have remained largely
unchanged. Specifically, the frequency and duration
of user calls have become largely predictable behav-
iors. System designers have used these anticipated con-
ditions to optimize resource allocation throughout their
networks. The degree to which telecommunications net-
works are tailored to such behavior quickly becomes ob-
vious in the presence of unexpected changes to network
usage. For example, the explosion in use of dial-up
modems in the early 1990s caused widespread conges-
tion because users were remaining connected for longer
than expected time periods. Temporary fluctuations or
surges, such as those seen minutes after the attacks on
September 11th 2001, often render telecommunications
networks unusable [35]. Such systems do not gracefully
degrade under increased traffic volumes; rather, they of-
ten cease to provide service to the vast number of sub-
scribers.

Recognizing this, our previous work focused on
the ability to recreate the consequences of such high-
traffic denial of service events through the use of low-
bandwidth attacks. Using targeted loads of text mes-
sages, we were able to demonstrate the ability to deny
voice and SMS service to major metropolitan areas with
the bandwidth available to a cable modem [16]. We later
characterized these attacks through simulation and mea-
surement and discussed the tradeoffs inherent to a num-
ber of mitigation strategies [47]. Serror et al. [44] of-
fered additional insight by exploring attacks on call pag-
ing channels. Ricciato [39] provided a general discus-
sion of the potential to flood data channels in next gen-
eration networks with traffic generated by Internet-based
pathogens. Raccic [36] and Mulliner [32] then examined
attacks on MMS. While by no means the only methods
of causing service outages, these attacks are the first to
address the potential for denial of service made possible
by the connection between cellular networks and the In-
ternet.

Denial of service attacks have been studied in a va-
riety of other contexts. Websites ranging from DNS
roots [17], search engines [40] and software vendors [19]
to online casinos [10] and news services [41] have all
been temporarily disabled by overwhelming volumes of



traffic. Real-world processes and resources connected
to the Internet, including banking networks, emergency
services [30] and even postal delivery [13] have also
been subjected to such attacks. In response, significant
work has been undertaken to classify [29] and allevi-
ate [22–24,43,46,49–52] such problems. Unfortunately,
none of these solutions have been widely deployed.

The debate over which network architecture is more
resilient against such problems has raged for nearly 30
years. Advocates of the “smart” network, which is em-
bodied by centralized control and decision-making, ar-
gue that this architecture provides the ability to prevent
such overloading from occurring [31]. Supporters of
“dumb” network architectures, which are built around
the end-to-end principle [11, 12, 38, 42], contend that
placing such control in the network itself dampens the
ability to perform its intended task - routing packets.
While both approaches have their tradeoffs, the discus-
sion of the consequences of connecting systems that deal
with transferring information in fundamentally different
ways has not been addressed from the perspective of se-
curity.

8 Conclusion

Efforts to address recently discovered vulnerabilities in
cellular networks have focused on treating symptoms in-
stead of the disease. Attempts to solve individual ex-
ploits have been largely ad-hoc and, in their efforts to
mitigate specific problems, create significant additional
complexity and vulnerabilities in these systems. With-
out an understanding of why such attacks are happening,
this cycle of vulnerability discovery and patching will
continue indefinitely. The problems presented in this and
other papers are artifacts of a larger architectural mis-
match. Specifically, in spite of a concerted effort to sup-
port packet-switched traffic, cellular data networks are
still, at their essence, circuit-switched systems. Because
of this inflexibility, any mechanism responsible for con-
nection establishment in these networks is vulnerable to
a low-bandwidth denial of service attack.

We arrive at this conclusion by making the following
contributions:

• Although conventional wisdom suggests that in-
creased bandwidth provides robustness against such
attacks, we use two new vulnerabilities to demon-
strate that low bandwidth denial of service attacks
can prevent legitimate access to cellular data ser-
vices. In so doing...

• ... we demonstrate that a mismatch of bandwidth
between cellular data networks and the Internet is
not the cause of such attacks. Instead, they are the

result of the contrasting ways in which “smart” and
“dumb” networks treat flows. From this...

• ...we show that in their uniform treatment of all
flows, regardless of size or duration, cellular data
networks exhibit design rigidity. By building signif-
icant assumptions about the behavior of traffic into
the network itself, such systems are made brittle in
the face of changing conditions.

Addressing these issues can therefore come from one
of two approaches. In the first, methods of safely trans-
lating traffic between packet- and circuit-switched net-
works could be developed. Alternatively, such networks
could be redesigned to truly support packet-switched
mechanisms. By genuinely separating voice and data,
not only in the spectrum they occupy but also in the tech-
niques through which they are delivered, robust cellular
data networks could be constructed. In the absence of
such changes, cellular networks will continue to remain
vulnerable to low-bandwidth exploits.
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Notes
1We use the GSM architecture to provide specific details in our ex-

planation. Similar mechanisms exist in other cellular networks.
2Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE) is largely equiv-

alent to GPRS. The most significant difference is the use of a new
wireless modulation technique known as 8-phase shift keying (8PSK),
which allows higher data rates.

3Note the subtle difference in naming. PDTCHs are virtual channels
that are run on top of physical PDCHs.

4This timer is referred to in the specifications as T3169 [2]. It is
actually started when the counter N3101, which indicates the number of
radio blocks that have passed since the last exchange with the targeted
device occurred, reaches its maximum value. Our description above is
meant to simplify the exact mechanisms for the reader without loss of
precision.

5We consider connection establishment in terms of individual flows.
Initial access to almost every network has a cost (authentication, etc).
This startup cost, however, is amortized in both settings.

6At the time of this writing, Cingular Wireless had not yet been
renamed AT&T.

7The voice network equivalent of the PRACH is employed due to
the observed presence of dual-use control channels.
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Appendix

Simulator Design
We extend the GSM simulator built in our previous
work [47] to provide support for GPRS data service. In
total, the project contains nearly 10,000 lines of code
(an addition of approximately 2,000 lines) and support-
ing scripts. A high-level overview of the components
is shown in Figure 12, where solid and broken lines in-
dicate message and reporting flows, respectively. Traf-
fic is created according to a Poisson random distribution
through a Mersenne Twister Pseudo Random Number
Generator [20], saved to a file and then loaded at run-
time. The path taken by individual requests depends on
the flow type. We focus on the data path as the behavior
of SMS and voice messages were explained in the previ-
ous iteration of the simulator.

If the network has not currently dedicated resources
to a flow on the arrival of a packet, it is passed to the

Figure 13: A Samsung Blackjack (SGH-i607) running in Field
Test Mode provides operational data on the associated cellular
network including channel configuration (shown here) and sig-
nal strength.

RACH module. This random access channel is imple-
mented in strict accordance with 3GPP TS 04.18 [5] and
is tunable via max retrans and tx integer values.
Messages completing processing in the RACH are then
delivered to the Service Queue Manager module, which
in turn redirects data packets to the PDCH module. If
a TFI is available, the packet is assigned the virtual re-
source, timers are set to five seconds and the packet is
then delivered according to a FIFO ordering. The arrival
of additional packets in a flow resets the timers to their
default values to maintain resource control. When timers
expire, the network reclaims a TFI for use in the delivery
of other flows. Packets arriving at the Message Gener-
ation Manager as part of an active flow bypass the con-
nection setup phases of the network and move directly to
the PDCH module.

The accuracy of simulation was measured in two
ways. The components used by voice and SMS were
previously verified using a comparison of baseline sim-
ulation against calculated blocking and utilization rates.
With 95% confidence, values fell within ±0.006 (on a
scale of 0.0 to 1.0) of the mean. The simple nature of
the PDCH module allowed verification of correctness
through baseline simulations and observation.

Parameter Setting

When possible, we use settings found in currently de-
ployed cellular data networks. However, such values are
largely unpublished or unavailable to the general pop-
ulation. To find this information, we ran a Samsung
Blackjack (SGH-i607) attached to the Cingular Wire-
less network 6 [14] in Field Test Mode. This mode of
operation effectively turns a phone from a communica-
tions device to a network auditing platform. In addition
to reporting the identification and signal strength read-



ings of nearby base stations, Field Test Mode provides
network deployment information including channel al-
location and layout. Accordingly, use of this mode of
operation is typically restricted; however, access codes
and device firmware upgrades are readily available on-
line. As is shown in Figure 13 and of particular inter-
est to properly modeling the behavior of real networks,
the field PBCCH Present FALSE indicates that voice
and data control traffic use the same channels. This con-
figuration, as previously discussed, is permitted by the
standards [7] and effectively minimizes the amount of
spectrum reserved for control information. Such a setting
is believed to be common across the majority of provider
networks. From these observations, the establishment of
voice and data connections occurs over shared control
channels in our simulations.

Other parameters are set using additional literature.
For example, the RACH 7 is optimally set to reduce the
probability of request blocking by allowing up to the
maximum of seven retransmissions per request by the
base station [27].


